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LUBRICANTS 

 

 

Part # LUBRIPLATE 

 

Part # EZ-TURN 

630AA 

 

* 

NLGI No 1 lubricant and the 

most popular multipurpose 

general grease  

EZTURN 1LB 

 

* 

EZ Turn is a specialty lubricant/sealant used for fuel and 

oil line valves & is resistant to high temps.  

 

130AA140Z 

 
(14 ozs) 

* 

1 Day 

Leadtime 

Is designed for those applications where a grease-type lubricant possessing extremely good water repellence and superior 

lubrication characteristics is desired.  It is recommended for plain bearings, cams, guides, open gears, slides and chassis 

lubrication and where temperatures do not exceed 170°F. 

 

00116 
(11 ozs) 

* 

1 Day 

Leadtime 

 

Aerosol 

LPS 1 is a greaseless lubricant providing a dry, thin, greaseless lubricating film. It resists oil, dust and dirt build-up, while 

displacing moisture on electrical components. Non-conductive. Safe on paint and most plastics. LPS-1 meets the following 

specs: Lockheed Martin EPSN G34.031 • Pratt & Whitney Canada CPMC 79255 Rev.C • Rolls Royce Overhaul Process 340, 

Allied Signal ES-2092, Boeing B737-500 Task 75-31-02-206-01-C00, Bombardier (Canadair) BAMS 569-001, and MIL-C-

23411A 
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 Our Part # LPS PRODUCTS 

 

 

00216 
(11 ozs) 

* 

Aerosol 

LPS 2 is a non-drying, oily film that provides long lasting lubrication and protects against corrosion 

on steel parts indoors for up to one year.  LPS 2 affords excellent protection for hand/machine tools, 

too.  It does not contain chlorinated solvents or silicones.  LPS2 is available in trigger and bulk sizes. 

Meets Lockheed Martin EPSN G39.04 • Comair • Pratt & Whitney Canada CPMC 79256 Rev. C • UPS 

M-5100-2780-B, MIL-PRF-16173E Grade 3, MIL-C-81309D Type III, MIL-PRF-16173E, Grade 3, Class 

1,472, and MIL-C-23411A. 

 

 

00316 
(11 ozs) 

 

* 

Aerosol 

 

LPS-3 protects metal parts stored indoors for up to two years.  LPS3 forms a soft, self-sealing, waxy 

film that acts as an effective barrier sealing out moisture, acid, dirt, sand, dust and other corrosive 

elements. LPS3 also provides non-sling lubrication. It is safe to use on most surfaces and does not 

contain any chlorinated solvents or silicone. LPS-3 is non-conductive and non-staining. LPS-3 meets 

the following specs; Pratt & Whitney PWA 36604, Pratt & Whitney Canada LCPMC 79133 Rev. D, 

McDonnell Douglas DMS 2150, Lockheed Martin Heavy Duty CPC 2b, Lockheed Martin EPSN 

G39.2004, Embraer EMB 120 Brasilia C.P.M.-120/1181 Type A-1, Bombardier De Havilland DHMS 

C4.12 Type I Grade 3, Boeing BMS-3-23G Type 2, ASTM F-945, Airbus TN A.007.10138 Type I Grade 

2, Airbus AIMS 09-08-001, Saab 340 Maintenance Manual, United Technologies USBI 99606-0012, 

MIL-PRF-16173E Grade 2 Class 1, MIL-C-83933A.  
 

00322 

(20 ozs) 

 

* 

Trigger 

Pack 

 

 

10013 

(13 ozs) 

 

* 

Aerosol 

ACF-50, Anti-Corrosion Formula, is a state of the art, anti-corrosion lubricant compound, specifically 

designed for the Aerospace Industry. It is an ultra, Thin Fluid Compound (TFFC) that actively treats 

metal using advanced polar bonding technology. ACF-50 actively penetrates and "creeps" into the 

tightest seams, lap joints, micro cracks, and around rivet heads, displacing moisture and other 

corrosive fluids (orange juice, coke, coffee, saltwater) in these corrosive prone areas. ACF-50's thin 

film acts like an "OFF SWITCH" for corrosion remaining effective for up to 24 months. 

ACF-50, Anti-Corrosion Formula, is also available in 1-gallon (US) quantity’s 

1-day lead time 

 

Our Part # 

SH42323450 

(13 ozs) 

* 

VASELINE  
 

Vaseline petroleum jelly, skin protection 
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PENATRANTS 
 

 

 

Our Part 

Number 

MOUSEMILK 

 

Part # AEROKROIL 

 

M0USEMILK80Z 

(8 Fluid ozs) 

 

* 
& 

 

M0USEMILK320Z 

(32 Fluid ozs) 

 
1 Day Leadtime 

 

Mousemilk is a 

penetrating oil that is 

used for everything from 

freeing stuck 

turbochargers to 

disassembling jet 

engines. Mousemilk 

(Green) meets Boeing 

D6-17484, D6-17487 and 

ASTM 

 

 

 

 

AER0KR0IL130Z 

 

(13 ozs Aerosol 

can) 

 

* 

 

AeroKroil loosen frozen metal parts 

with ease.  It is an industry proven 

penetrating oil that has no equal. It 

quickly loosens rusted nuts and bolts, 

frees frozen shafts, pulleys, and other 

parts. Aero Kroil penetrates 

microscopic pores and cracks where it 

dissolves rust, lubricates, cleans and 

helps prevent further rust and 

corrosion by displacing moisture. 

 

 

 

THREAD LOCKING 

 

Our Part Number LOCTITE 242 

 

 

 

24231 

 

(50ML Bottle) 

 

* 

1 Day Leadtime 

 

Loctite 242 is designed for the locking and sealing of threaded fasteners which require 

normal disassembly with standard hand tools. The product cures when confined in the 

absence of air between close fitting metal surfaces and prevents loosening and leakage 

from shock and vibration. Suitable for applications on less active substrates such as 

plated surfaces, where disassembly with hand tools is required for servicing.  

The thixotropic nature of Loctite 242 reduces the migration of liquid product after 

application to the substrate. Loctite 242 is tested to the lot requirements of Military 

Specification MIL-S-46163A, Type II, Grade N. 
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Our Part Number EC 2216 

021200-65202 

 

(1 Pint Tins) 

 

* 

 

 

 

Scotch-Weld™ EC-2216 structural epoxy adhesive is a flexible, two-part formula, 

effectively replaces mechanical fasteners, screws, rivets, spot welds. The 3M PX 

applicator system of a cartridge containing adhesive, ensures minimal waste and 

professional results. Gray coloured part-A liquid of epoxy adhesive has a very mild 

pungent odour and a 1.26 specific gravity. The off-white-coloured part-B liquid of epoxy 

adhesive has a slight epoxy odour and a 1.33 specific gravity. It has a boiling point 

greater than or equal to 306 degrees F for part-A and greater than or equal to 500 

degrees F for part-B. Flash point of this high-performance adhesive is greater than or 

equal to 305 degrees F for part-A and 480 degrees F for part-B. The vibration-resistant 

epoxy adhesive has a density of 1.33 grams per millilitre for part-B. It comes with a 

vapor pressure rating less than or equal to 27 psia at 131 degrees F for part A/B. This 

product has a viscosity of 40,000 to 80,000 centipoises for part-A and 75,000 to 

150,000 centipoises for part-B. It takes a curing time of 7 days at 24 degrees C, 2 

hours at 66 degrees C and 30 minutes at 93 degrees C. The adhesive provides an 

application time of 90 minutes. It has a peeling strength of 25 PIW at 75 degrees F and 

a shear strength of 2440 psi at -423 degrees F. This product offers an area of coverage 

up to 320 square feet per gallon. This adhesive comes in a 1-pint duo-pack cartridge 

and is rated at 60 to 80 degrees F for safe storage. 

 

*Carried on shelf 
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